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The Dentistry in Literature series: *Les Misérables*

For the cover series of this volume (223) of the BDJ, we have chosen to illustrate various instances where dentistry or teeth feature in literature. A wide range of sources have been considered – from well-known ‘great works’ to more obscure authors, older texts to modern novels and from mentions of dentists to descriptions of some very unusual teeth!

In this first cover of the series we highlight Babet the ‘dental practitioner’ from Victor Hugo’s *Les Misérables*. Babet is an unqualified dental practitioner who preys on the wretched poor of the city.

‘…he… (Babet) was thin and learned – transparent but impenetrable: you could see the light through his bones but not through his eyes. He called himself a chemist, and had played in the Vaudeville at St Mihiel. His trade was to sell open air plaster busts and portraits of the “chief of state,” and in addition, he pulled teeth.’

Credit: Illustration by Matthew Laznicka
bmentpass@yahoo.com
mlaznicka.com
Providing retro contemporary illustration and design to your idea!
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60 Dental products and services
Discover the BDJ Portfolio, in print and online. From the *BDJ*, the BDA’s official journal; *BDJ In Practice* providing news stories and practical practice advice; and *BDJ Student*, the only professional magazine for dental students. Plus *BDJ Open* for freely-available research content; *BDJ Team* for the whole dental team; and *Evidence-Based Dentistry* for comprehensive summaries of the latest developments in oral health. Essential reading, whatever your career stage. [www.bdj.co.uk](http://www.bdj.co.uk)

**BDJ Jobs  BDJ Marketplace**

*BDJ Jobs* offers everything you need to find dental jobs and advertise vacancies; with great search functionality, visibility for jobseekers and employers via CV upload and enhanced profiles, and useful careers advice. For all your additional dental professional needs, *BDJ Marketplace* has it. Explore an extensive online directory of education, property, services and products.

Both offer exclusive discounts for BDA Members. [www.bdjjobs.com](http://www.bdjjobs.com), [www.bdjmarketplace.com](http://www.bdjmarketplace.com)